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The group is a baseless quintet with a typical Jazz frontline (Paolo Malacarne, trumpet; Andrea 
Catagnoli, alto sax; Andrea Baronchelli, trombone) and an unusual rhythmic section (Michele 
Bonifati, guitar; Filippo Sala, drums) distinguished by a strong rock resonance. 
Clock’s Pointer Dance is effectively a true collective, all  members are composers and  all work 
together to arrange and fit the writing to the sound that the band is looking for and to make the 
best possible out of each musician.
The music of the band is the result and synthesis of all musical past experiences and influences of 
its elements. The repertoire moves from a more traditional Jazz writing (formally and sonically) to 
rock and open improvising forms.. 
Clock’s Pointer Dance already played in some of the most important international festivals like: 
EFG London Jazz Festival (UK), JAZZs(RA) (FR), Budapest Music Center, Bergamo Jazz Festival, 
Clusone Jazz Festival, La Grande Notte del Jazz Brescia, Young Jazz.
The members of the group have already had artistic and professional experiences that made 
them collaborate with many important musicians in the Jazz panorama such us: Dave Liebman, 
Dave Douglas, Sheila Jordan, Aruan Ortiz, Cyro Baptista, Mike Westbrook, Adam Rudolph, Keith 
Tippett, Chris Cutler, Karl Berger, Stefano Battaglia, Paolo Fresu, Giovanni Falzone, Paolo Botti, 
Tino Tracanna, Roberto Bonati.

CLOCK’S POINTER DANCE

 

Clock’s Pointer Dance nasce nel 2015 per mano del festival 
Clusone Jazz, il quale ha voluto costituire un gruppo collettivo 
che lo rappresentasse in occasione del primo JAZZ(s)RA Forum 
di Annecy, in Francia.  

Il quintetto presenta una frontline (Paolo Malacarne, tromba; 
Andrea Catagnoli, sax contralto; Andrea Baronchelli, trombone) 
evocativa di sonorità tipicamente jazzistiche e un’ insolita 
sezione ritmica caratterizzata da una matrice più rock (Michele 
Bonifati, chitarra; Filippo Sala, batteria). 

Nel giugno 2017 hanno pubblicato il loro primo album omonimo, edito per l’etichetta UR Records.  

link album: https://open.spotify.com/album/4MwqzGrGbnWkgy2b0W8EqJ?si=tOAzFmuwRvyqyaEj346Xjg 

Il gruppo ha partecipato a molti importanti festival nazionali ed internazionali, riscuotendo un notevole 
successo: EFG London Festival (UK), Opus Jazz Club - Budapest (HU), Novara Jazz, Young Jazz - Foligno, 
Lugo Contemporanea, Jazz(s)Ra - Annecy, La Grande Notte del Jazz - Brescia, Bergamo Jazz, Veneto 
Jazz.  

Video:  

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4SzMr_4r9M (live in Annecy) 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sn0C0XdXZ28 (live in Annecy) 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yQTNFcTYDo (live at Lugo Contemporanea) 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQYdK4DhVEI (live at Lugo Contemporanea) 

Clock’s Pointer Dance is a an Italian 
quintet based in region Lombardy.  
The group was formed in occasion of 
the first JazzForum in Annecy (October 
2015) as a representative of ClusoneJazz 
Festival, one of the most important Jazz 
Festivals in Italy. 
Since then they worked and played in 
different Italian and European venues and 
recorded their first record, published by 
the Italian label UR Records, in May 2017. 
Clock’s Pointer Dance’s piece Like a Lonley 
Stone is included in the album Nuova 
Generazione Jazz. Young Jazz from Italy
2018 edition.
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“The quintet explores an energetic mix of the varied stylistic experiences of its members in the 
fields of Jazz, Rock and Funk. […] While the front line achieves particular effectiveness in producing 
interesting  polyphonies and vibrant unisons, which nevertheless keep the different voices well 
recognizable, equally remarkable appear the work of connection and harmonic texture of the 
guitarist Bonifati (with digressions in the most visceral rock), and the rhythmic and tonal contribution 
of Sala, skillful in the use of the drums, even with bare hands.”

Ernesto Scurati

Listen to Clock’s Pointer Dance

“I Would like to spend a few words about Clock’s Pointer Dance.
When long terms projects are at service of Music. When, no matter how different can the writing 
be, the band reaches a consistent sound and successfully finds a theme. No frills, no technical or 
solo ostentation. A notable sound impact. An ensemble. 
Yes, you can notice some naivety, but it’s a naivety that precedes risk and it goes along with it.
Hurray then.  To “Jazz” in its most beautiful meaning, jazz as movement, as transition, as an 
opposition to being stagnant. This meaning “Anti-jazz” as, sadly, it’s forcefully and academically 
intended today”.

Danilo Gallo

http://open.spotify.com/album/4MwqzGrGbnWkgy2b0W8EqJ?si=tOAzFmuwRvyqyaEj346Xjg




WATCH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4SzMr_4r9M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQYdK4DhVEI


Paolo Malacarne (Brescia, 1986)  
Trumpet 

Paolo Malacarne started his trumpet 
studying at a very early age and at 
12 is the winner of the international 
E.Arisi Prize held in Vescovato. 
Graduated in 2005 at the L.Marenzio 
Conservatory in Brescia, he continued 
studying privately with M° Giuseppe 
Bondanza as well as following 
multiple workshops with many of 
the world most renewed trumpet 
player including Philip Smith, Jens 
Lindemann, Stephen Burns, Fred 
Mills, Ronald Romm. He collaborated 
of important Italian orchestras such as 
Piacenza OFI, Orchestra del Festival 
Pianistico di Brescia, Orchestra 
Filarmonica di Verona, Orchestra 
Giovanile di Fiesole, Orchestra 
dell’Arena di Verona.
Between 2004 and 2006 Paolo played 
with Italian ska band Vallanzaska and 
participated  in Paolo Fresu’s summer 
intensive “Nuoro Jazz” where he is a 
full scholarship winner student.
Besides Clock’s Pointer Dance, he 
collaborates with important elements 
of Italian Jazz scene such as Mauro 
Ottolini and singer songwriter 
Alessandro Sipolo.

Clock’s Pointer Dance Are:



Andrea Jimmy Catagnoli  (Milano, 1991)  
Alto Sax

Jimmy begins his Alto Sax studies in 2002 at the scuola Civica of 
Corsico with M° Alberto Zappalà.
In 2007 he participates at the National Academy Siena Jazz 
Summer Intensives studying with Achille Succi, Eugenio Colombo, 
Mario Raja, Stefano Zenni, e Giulio Visibelli and between 2008 
and 2010 he attends the In Jam - International Jazz Master 
program in Improvisation Techniques biennial course in Siena 
having the chance to study with many of the greatest Avant-garde 
jazz musicians of his time including Ralph Alessi, Bobby Watson, 
Tim Berne, Gianluigi Trovesi, Billy Drummond, Bruno Tommaso, 
Furio Di Castri, Jim Snidero, Hein Van de Geyn, Jeff Ballard, Palle 
Danielson, Mauro Negri, Pietro Leveratto, Maurizio Giammarco, 
Riccardo Del Fra, Drew Gress, John Riley. 

Playing professionally in the 
Milano swing, bebop and 
manouche scene since 2007 
with bands such as Delirium 
Jazz Band, Raffaele Kholer 
Swing Band, Pepper Jab and 
Four on Six, he is a member 
of the contemporary jazz 
ensembles Figli di Pulcinella, 
I Casi, winning quartet of 
Maletto Prize’s First Edition 
in 2016 and Clock’s Pointer 
Dance. Besides playing 
with many musicians  in  
Milano including pianist 
Michelangelo Decorato and 
singer-songwriter Alessandro 
Centolanza, since 2017 he 
collaborates with New York-
resident violinist Mario Forte.



Andrea Baronchelli  (Milano, 
1989)  
Trombone

Andrea Baronchelli is a 
Trombone and Tube player 
graduated from the  Classical 
department of the G.Donizetti 
Conservatory of  Bergamo and 
the Jazz department of the  
G.Verdi Conservatory of Milano.
Member of outstanding 
ensembles such as Ferdinando 
Faraò’s Artchipel Orchestra, 
Collettivo Thelonius Monk, 
Antani Project, Nite Life with 
bluesman Ronnie Jones, 
Riccardo Luppi’s Ensamble, 
CDPM New Talents Orchestra, 
Orchestra Stabile “Gaetano 
Donizetti”, “Dr. Faust & The 
Traveling Orkestra”.
 

He collaborates with many of 
the most important artists of the 
Italian jazz scene among which 
renewed trumpeter Giovanni 
Falzone (Musicamorfosi’s 
Deci Band and Far East Trip 
project), as well as developing 
independent projects as 
sideman and leader like, 
besides Clock’s Pointer Dance,  
his newborn A.B. Normal 
Quartet and Milanese UR-
Kestra.
In 2014 Andrea graduated from 
the Gordon Italian Association 
becoming an AIGAM certified 
teacher.



Michele Bonifati  (Modena, 1989)  
Guitar

Michele Bonifati graduated Cum Laudem 
from the Jazz department of Arrigo Boito 
Conservatorium in Parma,  studying with 
M° V. Mingiardi.
He attended multiple masterclasses and 
workshops guided by Steve Cardenas, 
Kurt Rosenwinkel, Lionel Loueke, Stefano 
Battaglia, Roberto Cecchetto, Paolino 
Dalla Porta, Claudio Fasoli, Cameron 
Brown, Ferenc Nemeth, Gianluigi Trovesi 
among others.
His career as a freelance guitarist features 
participation in many different contexts, 
moving from jazz-rock formations to 
improvised music to traditional jazz 
experiences.
Michele is  co-leader, together with 
pianist Giulio Stermieri, of   the quartet 
Aparticle and a member of A.B. Normal 
Quartet, besides pursuing an individual 
project  that lead him to record his first 
solo album “Another Kind of Dylan” in 
2016 (A Simple Lunch).

With bassist Simone Di Benedetto, 
Michele directs the young ensemble 
“Modena Molti Mondi”, a project involving 
high-school students from Modena 
that focuses on researching individual 
identities by exploring cultural differences 
through the study of music repertoires 
from all over the world.



As a drummer, Filippo collaborates 
with many different ensembles, most 
of which result as outstanding in the 
new Italian jazz scene: RES Collective, 
Percussion Band Dadadang, Tino 
Tracanna and Massimiliano Milesi’s 
Double Cut, Giro Vàgo Trio, UR-Kestra, 
besides leading the four drummer 
and sound engineer project Pulsar 
Ensemble.
He often joins musicians including 
Tino Tracanna, Giulio Corini, 
Emanuele Maniscalco, Riccardo 
Luppi, Giovanni Falzone, Alberto 
Tacchini, Alberto Mandarini to name 
a few, performing in renewed stages 
in Italy and abroad.

Filippo Sala  (Bergamo, 1988)  
Drums

Filippo Sala begun his Drums 
studies at 12 with M° Vittorio Panza 
and M° Marco Volpe. He then 
attended the Jazz department of 
G. Verdi Conservatory in Milan 
graduating from it in 2013.
Since then, Filippo had the chance 
to study with  musician such as 
Ralph Alessi, Tom Harrel, Michael 
Blake, Bob Moses besides joining 
M°Josè Eladio Amat in Cuba for 
two months to deepen Timbales 
studying.
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